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Abstract: Software-based ultrasound imaging systems send raw echo data acquired by the ultrasound 

transducer to a computer for processing and imaging. The computation is performed on Graphics 

Processing Units (GPUs) to process the enormous amount of streaming data, around 5GB/s, and 

generate images in real-time. Computation throughput is an important metric for such a system. In this 

paper, we have experimented the possibility of using mixed precision data types to speed up the 

computation for ultrasound imaging software on an Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU. Compared to using only 

single precision in the computation, the updated software can speed up imaging software by over 15% 

without sacrificing image quality. The benefit is from faster floating-point operations and reduced 

memory traffic. The improved computation capacity can also be used to improve the image quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

edical ultrasound is one of the few widely used   

imaging techniques that allow real-time imaging of 

human organs and blood vessels. Unlike other imaging 

methods, such as x-rays or CT scans, ultrasound is a 

procedure that uses no radiation and is easy to conduct.  

A typical ultrasound system consists of 

• A transducer to transmit and record sound 
waves 

• A control unit to produce different transmission 
patterns, digitalize and send recorded data to 
the processing unit 

• A processing unit to process the recorded data 
and transform it into image (also called 
beamforming) 

• A display and IO unit to display the images and 
allow user interactions 

Most ultrasound machines used in clinics today are 

hardware based. They use either a field-programable 

gate array (FPGA), or a digital signal processor (DSP) 

for beamforming. The imaging method, processing 

sequence and parameters are usually predefined and 

fixed for the system. Initially, software-based systems 

were driven by the research community to experiment 

different imaging algorithms and data transmission 

patterns that are not available on a common machine 

[1]. In recent years, software-based systems are 

becoming commercially possible thanks to the rapid 

improvements in computing technology.  

The processing unit of a software-based system 

usually consists of one or more GPUs that process the 

streaming data and generate images in real-time (Figure 

1). However, computation continues to be the 

bottleneck and only a portion of imaging algorithms can 

process data and deliver image at an acceptable frame 

rate. More computation capacity can enable: 

• A more expensive imaging algorithm otherwise 
unable to run in real time 

• The processing of a larger dataset consisting of 
more ultrasound scans 

• Different imaging parameters like higher spatial 
resolution, …  

• The inclusion of additional pre-imaging and 
post-imaging procedures to reduce noise and 
improve image quality. 
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Fig. 1 A diagram of software-based ultrasound system, please note that beamforming is done on a PC with GPUs 

instead of customized circuits. 

 

Mixed precision programming has been adopted in 

deep learning and other scientific computing areas and 

demonstrated to achieve significant performance 

improvement with minimum impact to the accuracy of 

the final result [2-4].  

In this study, we will be investigating if mixed 

precision can be used to speed up one of the ultrasound 

imaging algorithms (Pixel-Based Beamforming). 

 

II. PIXEL-BASED BEAMFORMING ON GPU 

 

A. Pixel-based beamforming 
 

Pixel-Based (PB) beamforming is an imaging 

algorithm developed to generate ultrasound images with 

improved resolution. Compared to the conventional 

delay-and-sum method, this method can focus at all 

image locations simultaneously and remove the need of 

interpolation between scanlines [5]. However, the 

computation for PB beamforming is much more 

expensive.  

To generate one frame of image, multiple 

transmissions are used to insonify the object from 

different angles. Each transmission is called a beam and 

the steering angle of the beam is controlled by 

electronically activating each transmitting element at 

prescribed time stamps (Figure 2). In practice, the beam 

can be either a focus beam, a diverging beam or a 

planewave. Assume constant sound speed is c, and the 

echo, between element i and j, after reflected by a 

scatterer at p is recorded at time 

 
 

Where  is the recorded time of the reflection 

event,  are the coordinate vectors of the 

transmitting element i, receiving element j, and image 

point p;  is the activate time of transmitting 

element i for this beam.  

For each output pixel P, we first find a stationary 

source element . The stationary source is used to 

represent the combined contributions from all 

transmitting elements for this beam. The image at p is a 

summation of all contributing channels and all beams  

 

 
 

Where  is the image at output pixel p,  is the 

number of beams,  is the number of receiving 

channels for each beam,  is the element index of the 

stationery source for beam i,  is the ultrasound 

data recorded by channel j in beam i at time t. 
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Fig. 2 Multiple beams (  are used to insonify the object from different angles; the steering angles are controlled by 

applying different activation patterns to the transmitting elements. 

 

The computation complexity for one frame of image 

is , where  is the number of 

output locations (pixels) in horizontal and vertical 

direction of the output image. It takes about 

 floating point operations (16 Gflop) to 

compute an image with 1M (1000x1000) pixels that 

uses a dataset with 128 beams and 128 receiving 

channels. Hundreds of Gflops computation throughput 

is required to compute ultrasound images to achieve a 

frame rate of 25 frames per second in real-time. 

 

B. Parallel computing on GPU 
 

GPU provides much higher floating point 

computation throughput and memory bandwidth 

than CPU. GPU has thousands of cores and is 

designed to execute thousands of threads in parallel 

[6-7]. The GPU we use in this study is an Nvidia 

RTX 2060. This GPU has 30 streaming 

microprocessors and can run up to 1024 threads 

simultaneously (Figure 3). 

 

C. Pixel-Based beamforming on GPU 

 

The image computation of each output location 

(pixel) can be done independently and the 

complexity for different output locations is 

perfectly balanced. This makes pixel-based 

beamforming quite suitable for GPU. 

 

 
Fig. 3 (left) one streaming microprocess with 64 cores; 

(right) multithread model and CUDA threads are 

organized in blocks and grids. 

 

III. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT BY 

USING MIXED PRECISION DATA TYPE 

 

The representation of a floating-point number is 

very similar to scientific notation.  It consists of a 

digit string to represent the signed coefficient and a 

signed integer as the exponent [8].  

 

 
Fig. 4 Floating point data representations for float32, 

float16 and bfloat16 (Brain Float Point). 
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The latest Nvidia GPU comes with two different 

16-bit floating-point (half precision) data formats, 

float16 and bfloat16 (Figure 4). Half precision data 

offer the following benefits compared to single or 

double precision data: faster arithmetic, less 

memory usage, and reduced memory traffic. The 

downside is that half-precision data have less 

precision or range (Table 1) due to the reduction of 

number of bits used to represent the exponent or the 

coefficient. The combined use of different 

numerical precisions in the computation is known 

as mixed precision. It is a trade-off between 

precision and performance [9-11]. 

 

Table 1 Range and accuracy for different floating point 

data representations, float32, float16 and bfloat16. 

 
 

Float32 has one sign bit, 8 exponent bits and 23 bits 

for the fractional part. Float16 has one sign bit, five bits 

for exponent, ten bits for the fractional part; bfloat16 is 

the other half precision data format which has eight bits 

for exponent, and seven bits for fraction. Float16 has 

better accuracy than bfloat16, but a much smaller range. 

For float16, any number larger than 65500 will cause an 

overflow. Due to the accmulation nature of the imaging 

method, Bfloat16 is more suitable for Pixel-Based 

beamforming method.  

There are other data formats like tensor float 32 

(TF32) and fixed-point that are often used in 

applications where performance is more important than 

precisions. They are not evaluated in this study. 

 
A. Pseudo code 

The original single precision code launches GPU 

computation kernel in grid of thread blocks. Each grid 

has dimension of  and each block has the 

dimension of (16, 16). Every thread will process one 

output location (pixel) independently, accumulating the 

contribution from all receiving channels of all 

transmitted beams to obtain the image for the output 

pixel. 

For the mixed precision code, the grid configuration 

is  and the block dimension is still (16, 16). 

Each thread will process two adjacent output locations 

in y direction (the fast dimension of the output array). 

This way the memory access of two consecutive half-

precision floats can be done in one memory access. 

Also, two half-precision data sit in a single 32-bit 

register and are computed at the same time for better 

floating point computation throughput just like same 

instruction multiple data (SIMD) vectorization on a 

CPU. 

The pseudo codes are shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Pseudo code for Pixel-Based beamforming GPU 

kernels 

 

B. Profiling results  

We use an open-source ultrasound dataset 

downloaded from Ultrasound Toolbox (USTB.no) to 

measure the performance improvement and compare 

the imaging results [12]. The dataset is acquired on a 

phantom using an Alpinion Linear transducer with 256 

elements. The center frequency of the transducer is 

6MHz. Each frame consists of 256 beams and each 

beam has 128 receiving channels. For each beam, the 

recording time is around 90us, and each channel has 

3474 samples, sampled at a sampling rate of 40MHz. 

One of the Beams is plotted in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6 Raw data for one beam. The vertical axis is the 

recording time in micro second (us). The horizontal 

axis is the receiving channel index (courtesy of USTB). 

 
Both the single precision and mixed precision codes 

are profiled on an Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU with Nsight 

Compute visual profiler. The overall performance is 

improved by 16.8% (Table 2). The performance 

improvement comes from faster floating-point 

computation and reduced memory access. Write access 

is consecutive access and is reduced exactly by half 

with the mixed precision implementation. The read 

memory access is random access and is reduced by 

around 20%. When using half precision two floating-

point computations, instead of one, can be done in one 

cycle. 

 

Table 2 Performance comparisons (single precision vs 

mixed precision imaging software). 

 

 

C. Imaging results and discussion  

The imaging results are nearly identical when using 
mixed precision data type (Figure 7). We use the 
difference of brightness at each pixel to compare the two 
images. 

 

 

where  is the absolute difference between the 

brightness of two images  and  at pixel , 

 is the brightness of the image using single 

precision computation and  is the brightness 

of the second image at pixel location  using 

mixed precision computation. All structures are 

positioned at the same depth and there are only 

small differences in brightness. 

Even though this study is conducted on Pixel-

Based Beamforming, the conclusions are applicable 

to other ultrasound imaging software. This is 

because the received echoes are converted to digital 

signals that use a 14-bit analog to digital (ADC) 

converter. Since the input data only have 14-bit 

accuracy, half-precision may be sufficient for data 

representation.  

Many other real-world sensors often don’t require 

high-precision numerical accuracy because the 

sensors usually only have limited precision or range 

due to the limitations of ADC converters. A 

carefully chosen data representation can be applied 

for better computation performance. For 

applications where performance is not a critical 

issue, the computation capacity can be used to 

produce a better result. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Imaging results comparison (courtesy of USTB) 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Software-based ultrasound imaging system allows 

greater flexibility than hardware-based system. It 

allows running different imaging algorithms and data 

transmission patterns on the same system. Software-

based system sends raw echo data acquired by the 

ultrasound transducer to a computer for processing and 

imaging. The computation is performed on Nvidia 

GPUs in order to process the streaming data and 

generate images in real-time. In this paper, we have 

experimented the possibility of using mixed precision 

data types to speed up the computation for Pixel-Based 

beamforming on a Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU. Compared 
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with single precision in the computation, the new 

software can speed up imaging software by over 15% 

without any loss of image quality. The benefit is from 

faster floating-point operations and reduced memory 

traffic. This approach may also be applied to other 

ultrasound imaging methods. 

The improved computation capacity can also be used 

to improve the image quality for the systems where the 

performance is not a critical issue.  

Mixed precision datatype can be applied to many 

other real-world sensor data because of the limited 

resolution and range of the ADC converter used to 

convert sensed signals into digital data. So there is a 

chance to achieve better performance without 

sacrificing the quality of the result. 
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